Greenwood Academies Trust

Age related standards – Dance

Year 7
Choreography
I can select basic movements and contribute ideas into my dances
I can develop my dances and skills with guidance
I can choreograph movement, linking skills and ideas to a sequence or dance style
I can choreograph complex movement
Performance
I can perform my work to the rest of the group with some rhythm and control
I can remember, refine and repeat short dances with a growing sense of style and some
accuracy
I can perform with confidence
I can demonstrate coordination well
I have accurate timing in my performance
Oracy, understanding and evaluation
I can identify simple performance skills and can improve my own performance (WWW,EBI)
I can recognise the need to warm up for dance
I understand the theme/style of dance I am performing in and can identify the main factors
I can use specific terminology to describe my own and others performance and make basic
comparisons
I can plan and lead group work safely
I can set detailed targets to help me improve
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Year 8
Choreography
I can choreograph movement, selecting and combining skills and ideas to a sequence or
dance style accurately
I can choreograph movement demonstrating contact work safely
I can choreograph creative movement
I can use formation in my choreography
Performance
I can remember and perform sequences to the rest of the group with accuracy and control
I can perform in the correct style
I can perform with confidence and expression
I can show a character in my performance
I can perform with some alignment and extension
Oracy, understanding and evaluation
I have developed a secure knowledge of the theme/style of dance I am performing in and can
describe the stylistic qualities
I can plan, organise and lead group work safely, helping others to improve
I can comment on skills and ideas, and make comparisons with others to improve mine and
others work
I can reflect on the progress I have made
I can set and use targets to develop my performance
I can use feedback to improve my technique
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Year 9
Choreography
I can develop dance repertoire and use it in my choreography
I can master more complex choreography
I can choreograph dances to achieve aesthetic appeal and challenge my ability and creativity
I can choreograph using a variety of stimuli
Performance
I can remember and perform sequences accurately with precision, control and confidence
I can demonstrate good technique and performance skills
I can perform communicating a theme/idea successfully
I can perform using all of the dance skills
I can reproduce dance repertoire
Oracy, understanding and evaluation
I have a secure knowledge of the theme/style of dance I am performing in and can explain the
stylistic qualities
I can analyse mine and others strengths and weaknesses and set detailed targets
I can take the initiative to help others to progress and help make the group work more
effective
I can evaluate the progress I have made
I can set and justify targets to develop my technique and performance
I can identify the main dance skills
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